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FORECAST

Fraternity
sponsors
weekend
food drive

HIGH: 42
LOW: 27

□ Lambda Chi Alpha
is encouraging
students to participate
in the North American
Food Drive.

■ The women's
volleyball team hopes a
momentum swing
will carry them Into the
postseason.

By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News

■ The women's
basketball team
opened with an
exhibition loss to the
Ohio Premier All-Stars
Wednesday.

II

ORLD

■ Hamas threatens
violence against Arafat
in response to
crackdown.

■ Destruction caused
by Hurricane Mitch
leaves Honduras in
shambles.

Dancers shed light
on dealing with abuse
□ Dance students bring abuse issues and emotions to light in multimedia "Secret Scars."
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

■ Johnnie Cochrane's
brother was shot to
death in Los Angeles.
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Emotions deep down inside a person who has fallen victim to
abuse are often hidden and kept secret. These are known as "secret
scars."
Sometimes people act upon these feelings in ways only they
understand, such as eating too much, not eating at all or turning to
sex. These are ways people deal with the abuse.
In order to shed light on this secret and emotional topic, students from the arts are coming together to put on "Secret Scars."
This performance will incorporate sculptures, poetry, music and
dance pieces to show how abuse affects people, said Heather Baur,
senior dance education major and one of three producers for the
show.
"Bringing all the departments together can be really powerful,"
Baur said.
• See SCARS, page five.

QUOTE
"Standing in the
middle of the road is
very dangerous: You
get knocked down
by the traffic from
both sides."
God's Little Instruction
Book II

Look for more stories,
horoscopes, weather,
crossword puzzles and
more on the updated
BG News website.
Check it out at:

□ The program
discussed the nature
and purpose of all
types of questions.
By MIKE WENDLING
About 25 students who
turned out for a program entitled "Is America #1? What
would that designation mean
and should we care?" got some-
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•TORY IDEA?
If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.
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Members of the "Secret Scars" casl perform their roles while in
rehearsal recently. It will be performed Nov. 5 to 7, in the Whitney Dance Studio in Eppler North, room 222 at 8 p.m. Admission is $5 for students and $6 for the public.

Honors students ask 'questions'

The BG News
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David Westol spoke to the
Greek community Tuesday.

thing a bit different from the
expected Monday night.
The discussion, inspired by
Andrew Shapiro's book "We're
Number One", turned into a
conversation about the nature
and purpose of questions.
The program, led by economics professor Neil Browne, was
the first installment of the 199899 Honors Program Faculty Discussion Series.
Browne began the evening by
suggesting several books on
rhetoric and questioning.

"Questions are energizing,
activating. They make you do
something," he told students.
From there, the attendees formulated a list of types of questions: evaluative questions, i larification questions, empathetic
questions and about a dozen others.
One
specific
question
addressed was "How do you
measure a society?" Using
Shapiro's book as a basis, students were encouraged to think
of their own criteria. Students

named everything from civil
rights to use of leisure time to
public funding of the arts as possible criteria for evaluating a
society.
Only near the end of the discussion did the conversation
turn to the content of Shapiro's
book, which is a series of juxtapositions using statistics on
America. Students were exposed
to and identified possible flaws
in statements such as "America
• See QUESTIONS, page five.

Stacks of chicken noodle soup
cans, piles of macaroni and
cheese boxes, and hoards of
green beans are a scene one fraternity brother cannot forget
during a food drive.
"Last year the sight was
amazing," said Rob Getz, member of the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. "As we loaded the Uhaul with the food the tires
began to bulge."
Lambda Chi Alpha is participating in the largest fraternity
philanthropy in the United
States, the North American Food
Drive. It will officially take place
Nov. 7.
Bowling Green's Lambda Chi
Alpha chapter and 216 other college campuses around the United States and Canada participate. All the food is donated to
local food pantries.
Jon Stevens, Lambda Chi
Alpha vice president, said they
will be distributing bags to the
Bowling Green community
along with a letter requesting
canned goods and non-perishable items.
Anthony Bell, Lambda Chi
Alpha's public relations chairman, said students and community members can also drop off
food at the Lambda Chi Alpha
house on old fraternity row. Bell
said on Saturday the food will be
collected and taken to the local
food pantry.
Stevens said Burger King,
Pisanello's, Easy Street Cafe,
Churchill's and Kroger are also
helping out with the project. He
said Burger King is giving away
free hamburgers for donated
food and Easy Street is donating
100 pounds of bulk food.
Pisanello's is feeding the volunteers working on Saturday and
Kroger donated the grocery
bags, he said.
Getz said last year they raised
8,000 pounds of food and this
year they hope to raise 100,000
pounds.
"When we arrived with the
food last year, you should have
seen the smile on the gentleman's face," Getz said. "We felt
that we had made a small mark."
Stevens said this food drive
has the capability to affect many
people. He said he has personally been motivated to help the
less fortunate since he helped at
the Cherry Street Mission in
Toledo, yet he said this food
drive can benefit a larger seg< See FOOD, page five.

Greeks learn about liability issues
□ Westol discussed issues of
liability and risk management
with the University's greek
community.
By IVY CHIN
The BG News
Loud laughter filled the Lenhart Ballroom
on Tuesday evening. About 300 greek members attended a talk session organized by
Interfratemity Council (IFC) and Panhellenic
Council.

David Westol, speaker of the night, spoke
to the Greek members on risk management
policies and liability issues in a humorous
and descriptive way. The attendees were
laughing while learning about the issue*.
Westol said that through this session, he
hoped to educate the greek members about
risk management.
"I hope to get the audience to think why
we exist," Westol said. "We've so many good
things going on and we don't want something negative to hold us back "
He told the audience some of the ways
that they can manage risks
For example, chapters should not provide
alcohol. No one under the age of 21 should

consume alcohol. It could pertain to a criminal lawsuit. Westol said that BYOB — buy
your own beer — is the key: let those who
can legally consume get their own beer.
Party organizers should also prepare a
guest list. They are fully responsible for their
parties and the guests in the party. Organizers should know their guests and be able to
monitor the events. Therefore, a guest list
allows the organizers to limit attendance to
those people that they know.
"We should help each other," Westol said.
"We want to have a good time, not problems."
• See GREEK, page five.
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Americans hate taxes with passion

LETTERS
T'was the night before the season when through all
the land, not a person did care, not even the fans.
The nets were all
hopes that flagrant
soon would be there.
dan he sat, had just
chat.

hung by the rims with care, in
fouls, selfishness and arrogance
While Stern in his suit next to Jorsettled down for a long winter's

When out on the streets there arose no chatter, they
sprang from their tables to see why it didn't matter.
Over to the pollsters they sprang in a flash, tore
through the numbers. Never realizing their brash.
What to their wondering ears they did hear? The
sounds of apathy, not even one cheer.
Fans said not a word, but went about their lives,
knowing full well where the NBA's heart lies. Dropping one-liners and looking for support, the NBA heard
nothing, not even a clever retort.
No one went poor. The checks did not bounce. Yet,
each side would not give, not even one ounce.
Held tightly in their hands, the wads of money, and
a pocket full of change, but it wasn't really funny. Then
on went the lockout and still their money didn't dry
out. But losing fans, there was little doubt.
Back to their limos, sports cars and mansions they
flew. Still nothing was done and it was way past due.
On shoe contracts, endorsements and commercials
galore.
And the fans they did exclaim as the season fell from
sight, "Good riddance to all, and to all a good fight."
Nick Luciano
Sophomore
Telecommunications

I've got a little tickle in my
throat, as well as a stuffy nose.
I might take some medicine or
drink some tea and hope my
cold doesn't get any worse than
this, but I'm not going to the
Health Center.
This is because I know that if I
make an appointment at the
Health Center, I will wait to see a
doctor whom I may or may not
have ever seen before in my life.
He or she will look at my chart
and, in the 15 minutes or so allotted to me, be forced to make a
decision on my health.
I'll have to weave my way
through a complex series of
charges and insurance cards, and
I won't be quite sure how much
my impersonal insurance company will actually pay for.
And oh yes — I might get better.
All of these frustrations are
not the fault of the Health Center
or its staff. On the contrary, I'm
very impressed with the people
who work there and the comparative level of service. Some universities don't even have such
centers; Bowling Green's is probably one of the better ones. They

could still use more staff and
more time with patients, though.
The problem is not necessarily
with the Health Center. The
problem is Americans hate taxes
with a passion.
What does the Health Center
have to do with tax? A lot. Public
health services, the kind that are
almost non-existent in this country, are funded by tax money.
Thus we have a choice: pay
taxes to fund public health, pay
for private insurance, or be sick a
lot of the time.
America is one of the only
industrialized nations in the
world to have no form of universal health care. Even our copycat
neighbors to the north, the Canadians, see public health as a basic

virtue.
The American system of private insurance basically says that
if you want good health, you
must pay for it
Pay, or die.
A national health system, like
any tax, would make everybody
pay (the rich, we hope, would
pay more). But then, everyone
lives. Everyone is covered, and
nobody has to worry about selling the car to pay for grandma's
operation.
The principal is the same for
any tax; indeed, the whole modern idea of a tax is a redistribution of wealth from people who
have it, to people who don't.
The "people who don't" category probably includes everyone
reading this column. So, strange
as it may seem, you as students
should all be leaping to your feet
and cheering for additional
taxes.
The reason this seems odd is
because most people just don't
see the connection between taxes
and public good. They see a subtraction from their paycheck
every month or 6 percent added
onto a restaurant bill.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Make It your
opinion page!
Get your voice
heard!

Chris Foltz
Freshman
Computer Science
"I think it's OK as long as the
ne« d is genuine and they
make sure they keep it from
being abused."

The BG News
welcomes any
letters, columns
or other bits of
opinion to be
included on this
page. Here's
how you can get
your voice heard:

WRITE

But what if you got a free college
education in return, as is the case
in every western European country? Well, that changes things.
Anyone who says that we pay
too much in taxes at the moment
doesn't get out much. Again,
Americans are some of the leasttaxed people in the industrialized world. And those people
who complain about high taxes
are usually the same ones who
complain about potholes, not
realizing their folly.
More taxes usually means less
potholes. A better education system. And lower infant mortality.
So if you want better schools,
universities, roads, and public
health, there's one thing you
should be pushing for — more
tax.
Mike Wendling is a weekly
columnist for The News. Send questions or comments to mikewen
©bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West Hall.

Have an opinion? - Write a letter to the editor. Letters should be between
300 and 500 words long and can be emailed to bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
brought in on disk. Letters to the editor are subject to copy editing and
timeliness.

What do you think about the medical marijuana referendums that were passed in four states?

James Keplar
Freshman
Geology
"I feel that the use of marijuana for meaicinal uses is
OK for the fact that it helps
with medical problems and
it is regulated use."

Would you want to pay $4 per
g.illon of gasoline? Probably not.

lira Campola
Freshman
Education Undecided
"I don't think any drugs
should be legalized for any
purpose."

e

Letters to the
editor are encouraged and
are published on a tlrst
oome, first serve basis, wtth
only rare exceptions of timely issues. Letters can be
dropped ofT at 210 West
Hall

Jennifer VanScoyoc
Sophomore
Pyschology
"I think it's a good idea. If
doctors think that it can help
people, then it should be
allowed."

Travis Jess
Sophomore
Accounting
'I believe it is OK just as long
as every other option has
been explored."

E-MAIL

CALL

FAX

E-mailed
opinions or story Ideas are
strongly encouraged. E-mail
us anytime at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu. edu.
All suggestions are welcome.

Were avail
able! The BG
Hewi office is open from
8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday and 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday.
The office Is located in
210 West Hall.

Need to get
something over to us
quickly? Fax it to the
newsroom at 372-6967
or 372-0202.

Copyright © 1998. The BG
News, Bowling Green, Ohm.
Reprinting of any material
from this publii'dtlon without
the permission of The BG
News Is strictly prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In
1920 and Is published daily
during the academic year and
weekly during the summer
semester. Opinions expressed
in columns and letters to the
editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty. University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned
editorials are the opinion of
the Fall 1998 BG News staff
The BG News encourages Its
readers to notify the paper of
any errors In stories or photograph descriptions. Decisions
made by the Editor-in-Chief
and the Editorial Board are
final
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Aries (March 21 April 19)
Today is a 7. Continue to push
yourself hard. You could be in a work
situation that's rather stressful, but
don't despair. Although it seems like
this will go on forever, it's actually a
temporary condition. Make the most
of it while you can.

decision to be made, involving other
people, not just yourself. If you can't
ask for a raise at work, think of
another way to generate income.
There's a job that needs to be done,
and you know the person who can do
it.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6. Today, acknowledge
the people who have been working so
hard for you lately. They need the
recognition, even if you can't afford
to give them much more money. Also,
make sure they're strong enough to
make it on their own. You don't want
them dependent on you.

Taurus (April 20 May 20)
Today is a 5. There's something
you need to say that you've been hesitating about. It's the truth, and you
have the facts to support it, but you
didn't want to upset the other person. Don't be like that. It's more
upsetting to let this go unsaid.
Gemini (May 21 June 21)
Today is a 6. There's pressure on
you at work. You're using your imagination to solve problems even more
quickly than usual, but today they'll
be throwing things at you hot and
heavy. If you focus on your objective,
you can figure out what needs to be
done each step of the way.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6. There's a financial

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 5. Things will not go as
planned today, so you might as well
plan on that. Expect the unexpected
and watch out for delays. A person
who's been giving you orders may do
a 180 and expect something different
from what you had prepared. There
are certainly lots of challenges, but
don't despair.
Libra (Sept. 23 Oct. 23)
Today is a 7. You'd love to get
away, but for some reason you can't.
Is it a financial consideration? If
there's a class you want to take, but
you're afraid you can't afford it, run
out the numbers one more time. If
this could be an investment in your
career, maybe it's deductible.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 Nov. 21)
Today is a 6. Money is tight, but
it's by your own choosing. You're
investing in something that's going
to pay off later. At least, that's what

you ought to be doing. Be careful,
however. No risky ventures allowed.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 Dec. 21)
Today is a 6. You and your
favorite adversary could get into a
great battle of wits today. You two
are pretty evenly matched. But it
looks like somebody else is listening
in, someone who is not necessarily
on your side.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 5. People will be more
willing to talk now than usual. You,
especially, need to be careful about
what you say. You're good at planning ahead, and that's important.
You and your friend could have a
meeting to decide what you're going
to do next, but only discuss your
plans in private.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7. This could be a good
day for romance. If you're like most
Aquarians, you fall in love with a
person's mind first. Somebody who
stirs you by getting you motivated or
giving you new ideas — that's what
turns you on. Today, you could find a
person who's talking your talk.
Pisces (Feb. 19 March 20)
Today is a 5. Looks like there are
some changes that you've been
thinking about, and you can't put
them off much longer. Tonight, conditions are good for storing things up
a bit. In fact, it looks like an explosion is going on at your place. That
could be you, doing your fall pre-holiday cleaning. Have a great time
while you're at it!

PUZZLE

54
56
57
63
64
65
66
67
68

Vicinities
2,000 pounds
Pale dry sherry
Third of an
inning
Neglect
"Vissi d'arte," e.g.
" Miniver'
Nubby wools
Sugar source

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

DOWN
Comic Conway
Neighbor of Mont.
Boggy ground
Come up short
Copy
Mild depression
Feline weapons
Take in food
Scope out
Depressed

*o zv

28 Based on
incidental
observations
32 Fall back
33 Bamboozled
38 Founder of the
Republican
Party
41 Five-and-a-half
yards
42 Actor Wallach
43 Tipped off
44 Subterfuges
50 Mountain

•For the anawera, look on
the web: www.bBnewa.com

division
52 Bomb type
53 Rain cats and
dogs
55 Substantial chunk
57 Astern
58 Cut Ihe greens
59 Mine vein
60 ". You
Lonesome
Tonight?"
61 Conk out
62 Single cereal
grain

PAGE THREE is
intended as an
irreverent look at
The University.
We at Tht BG
Newt consider it
an offbeat page
where we try to
offer something
for everybody
Opinions
expressed herein
are solely thorn
of our staff.

Have a nice day.

Upcoming
Events

"Upcoming Kventa" ia a aervice to our readera borrowed dally via the Univeralty
web page. The calendar of eventa on the web page baa a more complete Hating
of eventa and can be acceaaed through ~www.bgau.edu".

International Festival Ticket
Sales (10 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Sponsored by the
World Student Association.

Thursday, 11/5/98
Word 1 for BGSU Employees
(Mac) (9 a.m. - Noon)
BGSU. Free lor BGSU Lmploy-

Contemporaiy Cuban Artist
Sergio Payares (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. Show opened
Oct. 8; continues through Nov. 5.
Tues-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5. Free.
Part of the New Music and Art
Festival

BGSU Men's Chorus Hot Tuba-Thon (10 a.m.)
Between Moselv and Education
Bldg. These guys will be hot-tubbing from 10 a.m. Thursday
through noon on Saturday. That
is over 48 hours!

SIC SIC, the secret spirit organization, was
formed in 1946 by President Frank J. Prout.

C1998 Tribune Madia Services, Inc
All nghls reserved.

11 Hollywood
heartthrob
12 Rotation line
13ClairorCoty
18 Some rrenchmer
21 Breadth
22 Roofed
passageway
23 Singer Robert
24 Fertilizers, e.g.
26 Mind-reading
letters
27 Motor vehicle

On the Road: Art Cars (10
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Liber Bryan Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. Show opened
Oct. 6; continues through Nov. 5.
Tues-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5. Free.

pid Vb//^
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ACROSS
Lovers' quarrel
Hosls
Spoil
Something to
think about
15 Peninsula near
Singapore
16 Issue a pink slip
17 Used
19 Soft metal
20 Hamlin TV series
21 Prudent
?2 Grow older
25 Kick up a fuss
29 Director Howard
30 "_ Not
Unusual"
31 Actor George
34 Mongrel
35 Get the point
36 Twelve-year-old
37 Excuse
39 Marx Brother
40 Announce
43 Put two and two
together
45 Lawn covering
46 Alternative fuel
47 Zodiac sign
48 Poem ot praise
49 Give wrong
instructions
51 Ran first
52 Impersonator

1
5
11
14

HOROSCOPE
Tbday's Birthday (Nov. 5). Money
is pivotal this year — money going
out and money coming in. There's
more of the former than the latter, it
seems, but that's only an optical illusion. Truth is, this is seed money.
You're planting it, to harvest later.
That's the key. Resist the temptation
to gamble, especially in December.
Invest in your career instead, even if
it means you have to come out of hiding. Opportunities arc plentiful from
January through April.

w

CROSS

Sexual Harassment Workshops (10:30 a.m. - Noon)
1 College Park Office Bldg
These workshops aim to provide
essential information on the University's efforts to create a learning and work environment free
from sexual harassment. Participants will learn the University's
policy and complaint procedures
and acquire skills in identifying
inappropriate behavior.
Word 1 for BGSU Employees
(PC/Windows) (1-4 p.m.,
1« SU. Free for BGSU Employees.
Yearbook Distribution (1-4
p.m.)
28 West Hall. Anyone who preordered a 1998 Key or would like
to purchase one now can stop by
28 West Hall (basement.) Man. Thur., 1-4 p.m. Call 372-8086 for
more information.

Post Regulation in the Late
90s: Environmental Strategies and Alternate Technologies (4 p.m.)
T.ift Room, Student Union. ICS
Scholar in Residence Donald
Scherer (Philosophy Department) has long studied how
Americans have molded their
environment. He asks in this
talk, since government regulation pleases neither environmentalists nor the regulated industries what new directions can be
taken? What are the best new
strategies both on the level of
local communities and alternative technologies? For more
information, contact Institute for
the Study of Culture and Society
at 419-372-0585.
Introduction to the Internet
(6 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
BGSU. Get acquainted with all
the Information Superhighway
has to offer! Fee $99. For more
information contact the CTC
Customer Service Coordinator at
(419) -372-8181
or
e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

WEBSITE OF THE DAY
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Friday
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Partly Cloudy
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LOW: 27
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VHt

Pop-Up Video

Number Or*.' R s B Men" (R)

[Fourplay

Modem Marvels |R)

Trauma: Lite

TNT

ScoobyBoo

Empires ol Industry (Pan 4 ol 4]

Bug. 1 Datty

[Tom and Jerry

Flintstonea K

Movie: tea "fledflrx*rV«sC( 1993 Suspenie: Nice as Cage I

Legends Marvn Gaye" (In Slereo) Artiel: Video

[Michael Jack.
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-Jana and Megan

Movie: **K -lineBuddha"(1994]

'Aliont Valors (1996. Science Fiction) Faith Ford. (In Slereo) 700 Club

Brotherhood ol Freemasons
jCaWx-yOee*

[Stein's Money

ilar Trek "The Immunity Syndrome" X

Home Again |fl) [Home Again (R) Trauma: Lite

TuON Batman: Serin [Batman: Sanaa

[Frasier X

Movie: a** "The Egyptian"(1954, Drama) Edmund Purdom. X

AIN

WWrMBWI

X

Movte:eee Da«f jroBamsheca "(1951. Drama) Gregory Peck

GameNight

20th Century (R)

ROM

Pocket Walches

NewAddama

TIC

i.

World's Most Shocking Moments

Movie: ••• -neve'SayNeverA^"(i983. Adventure)SeanConneiy. (InSlereo) PG :I Movie: -legend ol lie Mummv"|l997. Horror) R' X " [Siege-Look

NewanHlitoNlgf HyNewe

Last Word

[Stein'sMoney

Gimme Shelter |R]

Sportscenter
Show-Funny

World! Wildest Police Video. X
Pocket Watches

(5 001 Showbii Colleciion

Movie: • t Murphy's rVji"(1971. Adventure]PeterOToole X

sc

10: W

Book ol Virtue. This Old House [This Old House Myatsryl Touching Evil" X

ENC

MTV

10:00

Semleld 1

DISC

MIST

9:30

Arthur 1

Make Ue Laugh DeHySbowiRl

MM

9:00

Home Improve. Idled About You

John Henlon

FMI

8:30

Newehour Wiih Jan Lahrar X

MIC
COM

8:00

Dino

Animan;acs

Maw York Undercover (hi Stereo)
Wore They Were Rock Stars II

Send a special message for all the
campus to see. Great for birthdays,
anniversaries, or any surprise!
Size shown: 2 column x 2" ■ $20
Size not shown: 1 column x 3" = $15
Come to 204 West

Hall to place your ad!
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orld & JN ation

Eye
on
Honduras
mired
in
misery
news
piled from staff and wire reports

■POLITICAL I
Hamas threatens Arafat with violence

The Associated Press

JERUSALEM (AP) — The military arm of the radical Islamic group
Hamas made an unprecedented threat Sunday against Yasser Arafat,
demanding that the Palestinian leader halt a crackdown against it or
face violent vengeance.
The threat, in a leaflet faxed to news organizations, cast a pall over
this week's efforts to begin implementing the Israeli-Palestinian peace
agreement, but as of Sunday, both sides still were pledging to move
ahead as scheduled.
In recent days, Acafat's security forces have rounded up more than
100 Hamas activists, detained some of its top political leaders and put
its ailing, charismatic founder, Sheik Ahmed Yassin, under house
arrest.

■PRISON I
Woman arrested for passing pot to inmates
MANSFIELD, Ohio (AP) — A woman has been accused of hiding
marijuana in a balloon and trying to sneak it to an inmate at the Mansfield Correctional Institution, a State Highway Patrol officer said
Wednesday.
DeniSe B. McSwain, 39, of Cleveland, was arrested Tuesday
evening when a prison corrections officer saw her pass an" object to an
inmate she was visiting, patrol Sgt. Gary Lewis said.
That balloon and three other balloons holding marijuana and concealed in a potato chip bag were seized, Lewis said.
McSwain was arraigned Wednesday in Richland County Municipal Court on a charge of conveying drugs into a correctional facility,
a fifth degree felony. Lewis said about six grams of marijuana were
seized as evidence.

■DEATHB*»»«MB«*»»»"»"»»»"»»»»"
Johnnie Cochran Jr.'s brother shot to death
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The brother of defense attorney Johnnie
Cochran Jr. was found shot to death on a sidewalk.
Ralonzo Phelectron Cochran, 43, was shot several times, Officer
Jason Lee said. He was found early Sunday about five blocks from his
home.
Reports that drugs may have played a part in the killing was "still
a matter of speculation and conjecture," said retired sheriff's department Chief of Detectives Bill Baker, the dead man's brother-in-law.
Police said only that "circumstances surrounding the shooting are
not known" and no suspects were in custody.
Johnnie Cochran Jr., whose clients have included O.J. Simpson and
Michael Jackson, wasn't in his office Wednesday and telephone messages weren't returned. A receptionist said the family wanted privacy
and funeral arrangements weren't being announced.

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?

□ Hondurans over-.
whelmed by magnitude of hurricane disaster.

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras
(AP) — Unable to provide Hondurans such basics as gasoline,
food and water, a government
overwhelmed by Hurricane
Mitch's destruction made an
urgent appeal for international
aid Wednesday.
Across Central America, Hurricane Mitch has killed an estimated
9,000
people
and
destroyed roads leading to areas
where authorities say thousands
were still missing.
A revived Mitch was expected
to hit South Florida on Thursday
as a fast-moving tropical storm,
bringing 4 to 8 inches of rain
before heading toward the
Bahamas. Mitch had sustained
winds of 45 mph Wednesday
when it was 250 miles west of
Cuba, producing rain and winds
over the island.
In Honduras, the largest cities
have become virtual islands
accessible only by air. The U.S.
Air Force was helping Honduras
deliver aid to remote towns,
Communications
Minister
Tomas Lozano said
Honduran officials estimated
their country's death toll at 7,000
on Wednesday, though no one
knows how many really died
and it wasn't clear what the
number was based on. Some
10,000 people officially were listed as missing. As many as 1 million are homeless, said Col. Rene
Osorio of the national emergency
committee.
"We really don't know what
the numbers are. There are places
we haven't reached yet,'" Osorio
said.
Mitch hit the Honduran coast

able, but the problem is the same:
How do we transport it?" said a
frustrated Andres Aguiriano
Duarte, deputy commissioner of
the emergency committee.
The government is coping
with competing demands: to find
and rescue survivors still isolated by flooding in remote towns,
to establish a reliable information
network to assess the disaster
and the urgent need for drinking
water and food in the capital of
800.000.
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At the Vatican, Pope John Paul
II called on "all public and private institutions and all men of
good will" to do all they can "in
this grave moment of destruction
and death."
Obstacles to relief are daunting: countless roads are out in
Honduras, including main highways. Nearly all available aircraft are being used in the search
for survivors and victims in isolated towns.
"There are medicines avail-

b^»lv<?579

Call Newman Housing
for details on hassle-free living!

A

Associated Pre** Photo

Residents of Tegucigalpa, Honduras carry buckets of water as
damaged homes loom above Wednesday. The Honduran
death toll has risen to an estimated 7,000 as more bodies surface in streams and are dislodged from debris in the capital
and across the country.

&X Reduce, Reuse,

• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities included
• space available immediately
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

354-2191

last week and parked itself there,
dumping several feet of rain onto
the poor nation before moving
across the Yucatan Peninsula and
into the Gulf of Mexico.
It left behind a stunning wake
of death and devastation across
Central America.
"How do we continue, without food, without sleep?" said
Yoland Marvella Arraya, 35, who
has spent nights outside on a
soggy mattress along the debrisstrewn banks of the Choluteca
River since flooding destroyed
her family's home. "I don't know
what to think. My mind needs
help."
In neighboring Nicaragua, as
many as 2,400 were believed
dead. Rains there last week
caused a crater lake atop the
Casitas volcano to break open
Friday and spill tons of mud onto
villages along the slopes.
El Salvador declared three
days of national mourning for
the
239
dead
there.
In
Guatemala, 194 were reported
dead and at least 77,900 had
evacuated their homes. At least
six people were killed in southem Mexico and seven people
died in Costa Rica.
The Nicaraguan government
pleaded Wednesday for more
helicopters to deliver food and
medical supplies. Its air force has
onlv six helicopters
A U.S. Army base in Panama
sent
three helicopters
to
Nicaragua on Monday and the
U.S. government pledged to
send another seven. Mexico said
it was sending 10, and Panama
will send two more.
Mexican President Ernesto
Zedillo called President Clinton
on Tuesday to urge that a largescale international aid effort be
made. Zedillo's office said Clinton was "highly sympathetic" to
the Mexican leader's concerns
and pledged to review aid
efforts.

UNITIES
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GREEK-

QUESTIONS-

Continued from page one.

In addition, Westol said that
whenever
something
goes
wrong in a party or an activity,
the responsible organization or
chapter is always the target for
blame.
Throughout the whole program, Westol used a lot of cases
and examples to demonstrate
how bad risk management can
bring trouble and problems to
the chapters.
He also showed slides of
intoxicated people who either
died or were injured, or sexually
assaulted others during chapter
events or parties. These cases
and lawsuits had happened
throughout the nation and
involved different fraternity or
sorority chapters. A key reason
for these problems is the failure
of risk management. This failure
is also the key that contributes to
bad images of fraternities and
sororities.
Westol said that greek members should unite, help each
other and be good brothers and

"He said everything that is important to
our greek members.We want to be the best
greek community that we can. We are well
on our way and we need to work together
to achieve it"

program is to let greek members
be aware of the policies for risk
management. It can make every
greek event safer and bring a
positive image to greek chapters.
"We want to be the best greek

Tracey Harnist

community that we can," Har-

program bosl

nist said. "We are well on our
way and we need to work

sisters.
"If we all stand together, we
can do what we want to do,"
Westol said.
Westol also said that he was
very impressed by the number
in attendance.
"It was a fantastic turnout,"
Westol said. "It was wellreceived. They came and listened."
Westol's fraternity experience
spanned his school years and
continued into his career.
He received his juris doctorate degree from the Detroit College of Law. He is currently the
executive director of Theta Chi
fraternity and director of policy

interpretation and board member for FIPG.
Westol has received many
awards on different occasions.
He has also delivered a speech
on the issue "Hazing on Trial"
over 900 times at conventions or
leadership schools for the fraternities and sororities.
The speaker was excellent,
according to Tracey Hamist, host
of the night as well as liability
awareness chairman for Panhellenic Council.
"It was a phenomenon!" Harnist said. "Dave is great. He said
everything that is important to
our greek members."
She said the purpose of the

together to achieve it."
Christine

Cappello,

an

attendee who is also the graduate advisor of IFC and director of
Delta Chi House, said that she
enjoyed the session.
"Being connected to Dave
Westol from past experience, he
is very dedicated to the greek
community," Cappello said. "It's
very beneficial for the chapters
to hear these issues and take the
challenge to stand up for the betterment of their community."

Continued from page one.
is #1 in industrialized nations in
total spending on health — and
also #1 in infant mortality" and
"America is #1 in ranking the
importance of God in their lives
— and also #1 in murder."
The Honors Faculty Discussion Series will continue on Monday, Nov. 16, when Stuart Keeley,
psychology professor, will show
the film, "Searching for Bobby

Fischer" and lead a discussion
afterward. The film will be
shown in the Honors Center in
Kreisher Quadrangle at 5:30 p.m.
Lukasz Nogalski, a freshman
internatiional business major,
came to the program for the
unique opportunity it presented.
"I came to participate in an
interesting discussion," he said.
"You don't get those in many
classes."

FOOD
Continued from page one.

ment of the population.
Bell said needy families go to
the pantry when they are in need
of food or basic necessities. Bell
said the fraternity targets the
community more than the students because students have limited donating capabilities, yet
students are encouraged to get
involved.
The fraternity also went trickor-treating for food instead of

candy on Halloween, Bell said.
He said the community was
extremely responsive and in
some cases had bags of food
ready for them. He said they
raised over 2,000 pounds of food
that night.
"It is amazing," bell said.
"You see all this food and people
coming together to give to people who need it. You feel like you
are making a difference."

SCARSContinued from page one.
All proceeds from this event
will benefit the Family and Child
Abuse Center for Wood County.
Judith Knox, child abuse program coordinator, said the
money raised will be used for
community education to raise
awareness of child abuse, dating
abuse and domestic violence.
Her office does not go out and
investigate child abuse cases.
Instead people call her and her
colleague, Dee Kinney, adult
abuse program coordinator, with
questions pertaining to treatment programs or counselors.
Last year, 900 cases of child
abuse and neglect were reported
in Wood County. In 1996, there
were 3.1 million cases of child
abuse reported in the United
States, with 1 million of those
being "substantial" cases, Knox

£Tara,
Happy

%
#
#
#
#

21st
Birthday £

said.
"This is the first time a show
Haraszti has attended a sophomore dance major, believes counseling psychologist at the
"Families that have great dis- has been student produced," rehearsal for the performance this is a good cause because it counseling center, said it is not
tress are those that can lead to Baur said.
and sees the dancers and every- will "bring things closer to unusual to have counselors at
child abuse," Knox said.
As a result of it being a stu- one putting forth a 100 percent home" with her friends produc- highly emotional performances.
"The primary reason for the
ing the show.
Since educating the public is a dent-produced show, all the commitment.
"The show will give aware- counselors to be there is to be
"I feel that it is an important
step in the right direction to pre- funds had to be raised or conventing and breaking the cycle of tributed by the dancers. One issue to automatically engage the ness to people of abuse of any available in the event that somekind," Murphy said. "It is good one in the audience has a personfamily and child abuse, three organization that helped was audience in," Haraszti said.
According to Baur and DiBia- because we are helping bring ally strong reaction to the perfordance major students came Womyn for Womyn.
mance," Kalman said.
together and decided to do their
Celesta Haraszti, Womyn for sio, the dance pieces have mod- awareness to child abuse."
The program will make peoOverall, there will be nine
senior practicum (project) as a Womyn member, said the orga- ern-dance based movements.
dance show.
nization
revolves
around The movements are abstract and dance pieces, five poems, four ple aware that abuse does hapWhile other dance students women's issues at the Universi- symbolize the exact meaning sculptures, 10 people portraying pen and people should not
victims
feel,
Baur "living statues" in clay, a multi- "sugar coat" it, said DiBiasio and
write a paper or choreograph ty, Wood County and the Bowl- abuse
media film and one original Baur.
one dance piece, Renee DiBiasio, ing Green community at large explained.
"Child abuse is an adult's
One piece DiBiasio is partici- piece of music, Baur said.
senior dance production major, and they thought co-sponsoring
With all the events taking problem and no child deserves
pating in has dancers reciting
Sarah Beening, junior dance per- "Secret Scars" was a good idea.
Last April, Marilyn VanDer- lines from a story of an abuse place surrounding and symbol- to be abused," Knox said.
formance major, and Baur decid"Secret Scars" will be pered to produce a show to express bur-Atler, former Miss America, victim. When the dancers per- izing the idea of abuse, some
the hurt and pain abuse victims gave a speech on campus about form, they will be taking into hidden feelings might come out formed Nov. 5 to 7, in the Whitexperience. The idea entered abuse she suffered through. account the language the piece is at the performance. As a comfort ney Dance Studio in Eppler
to those people, counselors will North, room 222 at 8 p.m.
their minds last year, but wasn't According to Haraszti, the written in to show real feeling.
There
are
40 students be available to talk during or Admission is $5 for students and
acted upon until this year, the dancers will "metaphorically"
day after classes started, Baur present the ideas surrounding involved with this production. after the performance in private. $6 for the public. For more inforBarbara Kalman, director and mation, call 353-5683.
One dancer, Colleen Murphy,
her story through their actions.
and DiBiasio said.
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Young marriage sparks outrage
J Union of 13 year old
and 29 year old
prompts calls for
changes in marriage
laws.
The Associated Press
ANNAPOLIS, Md. — When
Tina Akers discovered she was
pregnant, she went to boyfriend
Wayne Compton with the news.
They talked it over and decided to get married. They were in
love, they said, and Wayne wanted to do right by his girlfriend
and baby-to-be.
Wayne,
an
unemployed
roofer, and Tina, who recently
dropped out of the seventh
grade, married Aug. 24 in a modest Annapolis courthouse chapel
before a small pulpit adorned
with artificial ivy and white ribbon.
The union is being called
criminal by some people. The
reason: Wayne is 29. Tina is 13. In
mid-September, Tina gave birth
to a boy.
Prosecutors are looking into
the possibility of charging
Wayne with sexual assault and
Tina's parents with child abuse.

And lawmakers, court officials
and child advocates have vowed
to change a pair of Maryland
laws that allowed the marriage
to take place.
"It's been a real wake-up call
to states all over," said Gloria
Goldfaden of the Maryland
chapter of the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse.
"We're saying, 'Look at your
own legislation to see if you do
have a conflict, because you can
leam from our mistakes in Maryland."'
State law defines statutory, or
second-degree, rape as sex with
a child younger than age 14 by
someone four or more years
older. It is punishable by 20 years
in prison.
But another' law allows children under 16 — with no minimum age — to marry with
parental permission and proof of
pregnancy.
Seeing Tina's age on the marriage license application, court
officials consulted with a judge
and county and state prosecutors. They were told that because
Tina was pregnant and her father
had given permission, the marriage would be legal.
"I swear to an oath that says I

will carry out the law. If I don't, I
can be held in contempt, handcuffed and taken away," said
Robert Duckworth, a clerk at the
Anne Arundel County Circuit
Court where the couple wed.
Duckworth started researching state statutes after the Compton wedding and found that
pregnant girls as young as 11
have been married in other parts
of the state.
"In 1883, there was a marriage
requirement that you had to be
18. The law has gone backward
and it encourages very young
girls to get pregnant to get out of
bad home situations," he said.
Once news of their marriage
became public, the couple
defended their relationship and
expressed devotion to each other
and their child.
They also have signed a contract with the syndicated TV
show "Extra," which forbids
them from talking to reporters.
The Comptons earlier told The
Washington Post that they met
last fall, when Wayne became
bowling buddies with Tina's
brother and started visiting the
family's Annapolis home. They
soon began dating; she said her
parents didn't know.

In January, Tina — who earlier had told Wayne she wanted to
have a baby — discovered she
was pregnant.
Tina's father, Aubrey "Steve"
Akers, has said he was upset by
Tina's pregnancy but is glad that
Wayne is standing by his daughter. He and Tina's mother, who
divorced this year, supported the
marriage. Akers did not return
telephone calls from The Associated Press seeking comment.
The Comptons moved in late
September with their newborn
son, Austin, from Annapolis to
live with Tina's mother in
Tazewell, Va.
Maryland Senate President
Thomas V. Mike Miller — who
has called Wayne Compton a
predator — and other lawmakers are urging prosecutors to
charge Compton with a criminal
sex offense. Miller has gone as
far as saying that hospital
records or DNA tests on the baby
could be used to prove a crime
was committed.
Miller also vowed to push for
legislation next year to raise the
minimum age for marriage.

Associated Press Photo

Billi Jean Dohman and Brendon Stone find good use for a pile
of leaves after school in Wilkes-Barre, PA., Wednesday.

POLICY for the police blotter: The News WIN run, without exception, all

POLICE BLOTTER

citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from resi-

Today's city police blotter includes items from Saturday, Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday.

dents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any
questions, please call the editor at 372-6966.

On Fourth and Manville St. Melissa A.
Blres was cited for open container and underage possession, Saturday.

her block were taken. Saturday

ly conduct and will return the street sign to
where she found it, Sunday

In the H00 block of Fifth St, Jennifer S.
Schreiber and Angela S Brown were cited for
underage possession, Saturday

On Napoleon Ave. and S Summit Si., Patricia A Sherwood of Toledo was arrested for
DU1 and Kyer E Waggoner was arrested for
disorderly conduct while intoxicated, and
resisting arrest. Saturday.

In the 700 block of Kenwood Dr. Jessies L.
Shaw was cited for having an expired driver's
license. Saturday.

In the 1000 block of S Main St. Surat
Schaller was arrested for assault and disorderly conduct with persistence. Saturday

On Mercer Rd and E Wooster St. Viktor V
Ijrikov was cited for speed. Saturday
In the 100 block of N Main St, Matthew W
Kudel.i. of Nc-w York, was riled for littering,
Saturday
In the 100 block of E Wooster St, Andrew
R Thieman, of Minster, was cited for disorderly conduct. Saturday
In the 800 block of N Enterprise St. Knstopher J Aponie was cited for possession of mari|uana and underage consumption, Saturday

On Thustin Ave and E Wooster St.. James
D l.yions of Waterville was cited for failure to
yield the proper lanes of travel. Saturday

In the 200 block of N Main St, Joshua V
Srruthers was cited for open container, Sunday
In the 800 block of Fourth Si. .m .lpartmcnt
cooking fire occurred. Sunday
In the 900 block of E Wooster St, Robert F
SchwaisZ and Kevin A Dawson were cited for
disorderly conduct, Sunday
In the 500 block of N Winlergarden St ,»
woman reported her vehicle had been vandalized, Sunday

In the 1600 block of Jumper St, a man
reported kids were having a party and being
dispmptive, Saturday

In the 600 block of Conneaut Ave, a man
reported he lost his set of keys, Sunday

In the 100 block of S College St. Wesley J
Smith of Hamilton was cited for underage possession, Saturday.

In the 800 block of Seventh St, a man
reported his cellular phone was taken (mm hfg
vehicle, Sunday

In the 100 block of E Oak St, Daniel E
Hickam of Fremont was cited for underage
possession, Saturday

In the 1000 block of S Main St, a woman's
purse was found, Sunday

In the 1000 block of N Mam St„ Randall S
Reynolds of Wayne was cited for no seat belt.
Saturday

In the 700 block of Jackson St. a domestic
dispute occurred, Saturday

On N. Main and Newton St, Michael 1.
Jackson of Fostona was arrested on bond, Saturday

In the 100 Nock of N Main St. Stacy L
Caies was cited for possessing a fictitious ID
and resisting arrest, Saturday

In the 1000 block of N Main St, an intoxicated bicyclist fell off his bike and was transported lo the hospital. Saturday

In the 600 block of Haskins Rd, a man
reported a man who he believed to be suffering
was behind his residence, Saturday

In the 1000 block of Village Dr. a woman
reported it looks as if all the political signs on

On N. Prospect and Ridge St, C.ina M Marlette, of North Royalton, was cited for disorder-

On S Mam and Palmer St. Amanda Ratliff
of Acadia was cited for speed, Sunday
In the 200 block of Correll Ave. a man
reported he found an IBM printer under a tree
in his yard, Sunday.
On W. Poe and Femdale St, Michael T Alliman of Orlando was cited lor running a red
light. Sunday
In the 400 block of Lehman Ave, a man
reported he was assaulted by his roommate
and friends, Sunday

In the 600 block of Elm St. a man found a
stereo, Sunday
In the 400 block of E Wooster St, a man
reported someone put shaving cream on the
door handle of his vehicle, Sunday
On E Wooster St and I 75, Robert W.
Meyer was cited for having expired registration, Sunday
On E Wooster St and 1-75, Stephen Adktns
of Maumee was cited for driving under suspensu>n and nol weanng a seat belt. Monday

Haslinger Os hndl.iy was cited for speed. Monday

njvr.»i ■

On W Poe St and Haskins Rd , M
Myers of Fostona was tiled (Of driving under
suspension, Monday.

On S Main and Sandridge Rd , Cynthia J
i>( Rudolph, was cited for having
expired registr.ition. Monday

On S. Summit and Qotagh SI. Hnan D
Newell of LffptsC hrM cited for failure to yield
nght of way. Monday

In the 200 block of Napoleon St, Mvtnl
people H
l keep the noise down.

In the 600 block of Aspen, an ambulance
was requested (or a woman who was having
seizures, Monday

On E. Wooster St and Mercer Rd , Joshua I
Kaplan was cited for speed. Monday.

On E Court and N Summit S», DOUgsM B
Hosier was cited for failure to stop at a stop
sign. Monday

On Fifth and Manville St, Fmmett G Pennington was cited for speed and no seat belt,
Monday

In the 100 block of E Reed St, an ambu
lance was requested lor a man who had fallen
and couldn't get up, Monday

In the 100 block of Railroad St. a woman
reported someone stole the top of a coin-operated dryer, Monday

In the 600 block of Kenwood St. a woman
was assaulted by her uncle. Monday

In the 200 block of N Enterpnse St, a
woman reported extensive damage done by extenants of an apartment residence. Monday

In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave, a
woman reported her son was threatened by his
friend's parents to pay for the glasses he bent
or there would be trouble. Monday.

On N. Mam and W. Poe Rd , Eric W Topp
of Napoleon was cited for dnvmg under suspension, Monday

In the 900 block of N Main St, Hiyam A
Kanaan was cited for improper backing, Monday.

In (he 300 block of Buttonwood St, a
woman reported someone spray-painted what
seemed to be gang symbols on her fence, Monday

In the 900 block of N Mam Si, an owner of
a car dealership reported vandalism and
attempted theft of several vehicles over the last
month. Monday

On Mercer Rd and E Merry St, Jennifer S

On South and S Wintrrgarden St, Chad A

- i-1 ted for speed and no
' nday

Tuesday
In the 100 block of N Main St. a metal barrfcadi ■

•!>!>■

In the 1000 HOC* of N Mam St . William K
■ I tor driving under suspension,
Tuesd.iv
In the 1000 Mock of S Main Si . Sfcvan P
Knbaoft ussn urn uiusid ona dun', ■
lence warrant fn>m Henry County. Tuesday.
In the s-00 bkxt of S Main SI a woman
was being haras^il by a man who demanded
In the 200 bloc* of W Wooster St, someone
failed to pay for gas, Tuesday
On N GlOVC and Clay St. a bus dnver
clipped a no parking sign, Tuesday
In the 10 blink i>t Bowttrtgl ireen In , a man
stole money from a bank, Tuesday
In the 500 block of W Gypsy lane Rd.,
Dawn Dorman was cited fordnving under suspension, Tuesday
In the 600 block of Sixth St, two back tires
:< n from I man's .ar. Tuesday
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Alpha Omicron Pi 'congratulates the following sisters who
recieved positions for Dance Marathon!'.
Internal Communications Coordinator/Special Promotions
Sara Guilfoyte
Finance Chair
Jodi Huhn
Internal Marketing Committee
Heather Junia
Projects Coordinator/Finance Committee
Bethany Oxer
Satety/Risk Manager/Dancer Relations Committee
Jennifer Ozello
Canning Coordinator/Finance Committee
Kelly Pratt
Marathon Coordinator/Finance Committee
Knstalyn Shetveland
Morale Captain
Monica Tokich
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Gen's Hallmark

840 S. Main
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10am - 9pm Mon - Sat
12 Noon - 5pm Sun

■

A stroke can
change your
life forever
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BGSU Football vs.
I University of Akron

^Congratulations $
$
$

Stacey Smith
and
Rob Plagge

$

$ The BE News $
$ Sales Reps
$
$
of the Month $
^ in October!
$

The first chapter
of your
$
success story.
To gel ahead, go with the leader. Call Kaplan, the test
prep experts, and hnd out how to make it happen. With
SO years ol proven success getting students into
Ihe medical schools ol their choice, we're the St name
In lest prep Classes are filling up last, so call today

CALL 1-800
KAP-TEST

' This Saturday at Noon

20 I
0
0
:>:

'JT^I!

All Students Admitted FREE with valid BGSU I.D. *
Come Early and Tailgate

KAPLAN

X

www.kaplan.com

0

For Ticket Info call

0

372-0000

World Leader in Test Prep
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Sports ft

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

BG women take
exhibition loss
□ The team tested the
new gameplan in a
scrimmage.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
In a transition period, the
coaches and players would be
the first to say the adjustments
will take time.
After weeks of practice, the
women's basketball team was
able to test new women's coach
Deanne
Knoblauch's
(pronounced Kuh-KNOB-low) runand-press system (see sidebar).
But the Ohio Premier All-Stars
showed them they have a lot to
work on defensively in a 94-81
exhibition loss Wednesday.
Like most first scrimmages,
the Falcons had a subpar game
defensively. That basically came
from the team members thinking
about their roles and assignments and trying to execute
them. Defense was an area where
Knoblauch wanted improvement
since the team finished in the
middle of the pack in the MidAmerican Conference last season.
Contrary to popular belief, the
All-Stars had a well-rounded
squad that included six Ohio
State grads and three former
MAC standouts in Kenfs Amy
Sherry (1996 and 1997 MAC
Player-of-the-Year), Ohio's Dawn
Heideman, and Toledo's Angela
Drake. Mindy Smith-Hutchinson
and Joni Mazzola-O'Connell
each had 17 points to lead the
victors, while Sherry and Drake
each had 14 and 13 points respectively.
"They're good and they're
very smart," Knoblauch said of
the opposition. "I told the kids
before that they may be a bit

slower but they're smarter. You
could tell that. They used their
body extremely well. They made
very good decisions. We gave up
way too many easy baskets.
Overall, I'd say it (defense) was
pretty bad."
The All-Stars shot 50 percent
(35-of-70) from the field including 3-of-9 from behind the arc.
They also hit 21-of-34 free throws
for 62 percent.
Knoblauch said the team has
to communicate better, among
other things, when it comes to
defensive transitions. But the
small things didn't surprise
Knoblauch as it was the first
competition under the new system.
"We have to talk more and
think better in transitions,"
Knoblauch said. "We have to
think quicker on our feet. It's just
going to take time."
Knoblauch was surprised by
her team's high offensive output
despite shooting only 43 percent
from the field (33-of-76) and 55
percent (ll-of-20) from the charity stripe.
"I didn't think our shot selection was very good," Knoblauch
said. "They also telegraphed our
passes too much. We just made
bad decisions. Then we're working on defensive transitions. It
was a layup drill for a bit. We
didn't get back and they made all
the right plays."
The Falcons also had four
players in double figures.
Knoblauch wanted to see more
balanced scoring this season.
Like expected, Jacki Raterman
led the way with 19 points while
Sherry Kahle, Jill DeFosse and
Kristy Hineline added 13,11 and
10 points respectively.
• See WOMEN, page eight.

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS

The women's basketball learn lost its first exhibition game to the Ohio All-Star team Wednesday, 94-81.

BG's run-and-press tested in pre-season play
□ The Falcons debuted their
„«,., ~.„ ,„,4
«.„ ,i„
new run-and-press th
style
Wednesda
yBy NICK FRITSCH
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's basketball
team put out its first edition of the run-andpress in Wednesday's exhibition loss.
First-year head coach Deanne Knoblauch
has implanted the system this year with
hopes it'll bring forth better results than last
season.
"It's a new style," senior forward Jacki
Raterman said. "You have to think before
you go because my natural reaction is to play
like I played last year."
The run-and-press worked effectively
throughout the game causing numerous
turnovers by the Ohio All-Stars, but it also
slowed the Falcon attack, since the veterans

w
*re m"1* "***to
Jacki clarks sty'e

mmmmmmmmmmm
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I saw some good stretches there. We just
together for 40 minutes. (In
of pl
clark
d d^
shaTand Sen those stretches), we did a nice job of finding
McGrew left for the open person. But there just weren't
Dayton in July.
enough of them."
The
Falcons
pressed for most of
the first half mainly after a dead ball,
a time-out or their
own basket. The
second half saw the Falcons run-and-press
continuously and cause numerous turnovers
that led to easy Falcon baskets.
The Falcons basically used a man-to-man
press that forced the Ohio All-Stars to make
many long downcourt passes, resulting in
steals by the Falcons. The Falcons also ran a
two-man trap press in order to cause many
turnovers in a short period of time late in the
second half.
The run-and-press worked effectively

Deanne Knoblauch
women's bead coacb

throughout the game even though the Falcons did more pressing than running.
Once the run-and-press becomes clear in
the minds of the women's basketball team,
Knoblauch believes the system should continue to bring success to the team.
"We're getting there," Knoblauch said. "I
saw some good stretches there. We just didn't put it together for 40 minutes. (In those
stretches), we did a nice job of finding the
open person. But there just weren't enough
of them."

Falcon men outshine dull All-Star team
□ The Falcons open the
exhibition season with an
easy 93-73 win over the
Ohio All-Stars.
By NICK HURM and
TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
It might have been a win for the
Bowling Green men's basketball team,
but yesterday's 93-73 win over the Ohio
All-Stars was merely a test.
Coach Dan Dakich was looking for
fewer turnovers and a lower opponent

shooting percentage.
What he got was 21 turnovers and a
.394 Ohio All-Star shooting percentage.
About a C average, according to
Dakich.
Dakich was satisfied, but pointed out
the approach he took to the exhibition
game.
"You take the drills you do in practice
and put them in full-court play," Dakich
said. "You go to class and study, then
you take a test, well that's what a basketball game is. It's a test to see how
well you prepare for the game."
BG sophomore Dave Esterkamp led
the way with 20 points and senior Tony
Reid scored 16 points.

Reid was 6 of 10 from the field and
drained two three-pointers.
At the 13:51 mark, BG grabbed a 1312 lead on an Anthony Stacey layup.
The Falcons never looked back for the
rest of the game.
BG then rattled off 11 straight points,
to take a commanding 45-26 lead.
The Ohio-All Stars started off quickly,
taking a 6-0 lead before the Falcons even
scored.
Reid then scored five straight points
to pull BG within three.
Still, the game had its ups and
downs. And Dakich believes this team is
far from where it needs to be for its Nov.
16 home-opener against Northern Iowa.

"When you have 21 turnovers in 40
minutes,"
Dakich said, "there's
turnovers all over the place."
One positive that came about from
the Falcons' turnovers was senior starting point guard, DeMar Moore.
Moore had a six to one assist to
turnover ratio.
Senior Javier Crespo only played
seven minutes, but currently holds a
starting position.
"If we were going to start today
against Northern Iowa, we would have
started Crespo," Dakich said. "As a
senior, he gets stuck here today because
of minutes. I wanted to see the two
freshmen kids."

Freshmen Graham Bunn, Brent
Klassen and Len Matela all played quality minutes.
Dakich was most impressed with
Klassen, who scored six points and four
rebounds.
"We looked a lot better than we did a
year ago," Stacey said. "Of course, we
have everybody back. It's good we have
people on the bench to sub and the
young players are coming along real
well."
Every Falcon got into the game by the
9:47 mark in the first half.
i

Volleyball team looking to advance in postseason
□ The Falcons face a
rocky road to the postseason playoffs.
By MATT STEINER
The BG Ni • ws

BG New* Photo/JASON SUGGS

The Falcon volleyball team have many challenges ahead
before reaching the playoffs.

I

Lately, the path for the Falcon
volleyball team has been rough
and headed downhill. Until
Tuesday, the team had been gaining speed in that direction.
Tuesday's match against
Cleveland State may have been a
sign that the terrain is changing.
Despite the loss, an aggressive
Falcon team gave hints of halting
an eight-match slump.
Ending the slump has become
mandatory as Bowling Green
enters its final six matches of the
1998 season. The Falcons are
ninth in the Mid-American Conference, 4-8. The top eight teams
will receive berths into the MAC
postseason playoffs.

The netters were in a tie with
Eastern Michigan. Northern Illinois helped BG by defeating
EMU Tuesday night. The loss
drops EMU to 4-9, a half game
back of the Falcons.
The Eagles defeated the Falcons Oct. 16 in their only meeting of the season. The nod would
therefore go to EMU in head-tohead competition.
The chase for the final berth
has become a three-team race.
Central Michigan holds the
eighth spot with a 5-8 record in
the MAC. The Chippewas also
defeated BG. It was a convincing
win at Anderson Arena Oct. 14.
EMU and CMU go head to
head on Friday in an important
match. BG needs help from the
Eagles in order to make the tourney. The Falcons have the toughest road of the trio. The schedules tell the tale.

Marshall. Marshall is tied for
sixth in the MAC, 8-5. In their
first meeting, BG stunned the
Herd at Marshall, winning in
four games.
The Falcons will face four of
the top five teams in the conference. Ohio, who swept BG Sept.
30 in Athens, comes to town for a
match at the Perry Field House
on Saturday. The Bobcats are 9-4,
fifth in the conference.
BG travels to Ball State, 7-3,
fourth in the MAC, before heading to Miami for a showdown
with the 12-1 RedHawks Nov. 14.
It doesn't get much easier for the
final two matches of the year.
Second-place Northern Illinois,
9-2, and sixth-place Western
Michigan, 8-5, round out the
schedule.
BG has not yet played Ball
State. Miami, NIU and WMU
have each beaten the Falcons.

Bowling Green

Central Michigan

BG also plays Friday, hosting

«

After EMU, the Chippewas

come south for a match against
the Toledo Rockets. Toledo was
1-12 in the MAC as of Monday.
The road trip continues with
matches against the likes of
WMU and NIU. CMU was swept
by WMU Sept. 30. Two days
later, the Chippewas shocked the
third-place Huskies in three
games.
The season will end on the
road against Buffalo who is winless in the MAC.

Eastern Michigan
The Eagles will face strong
opponents, CMU, WMU and
Akron in Ypsilanti. Akron is 10-3,
second in the MAC.
It gets easier from there. Kent,
with a 3-9 record, hosts the
Eagles Nov. 14. EMU goes to
upstate New York to close out
the season against Buffalo. Kent
and Buffalo will face the Eagles
for the first time this year.
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BG baseball
doles out awards
The Falcon baseball team held
its annual banquet Sunday and
gave out awards to last year's
top performers.
As well as being named this
year's co-captains. Bob Niemet
and Jason Kelly won awards.
Niemet won the team's Most
Valuable Player award. Kelly
relieved the Fireman's award.
Jeff Hundley won several
pitching awards including MidAmerican Conference Pitcher of
the Year and selection to the AllAmcrican Third team.

STANDINGS

TRANSACTIONS
BAStWAI I
American League
UAND ATHLETICS—Signed

Thursday, November 5, 1998

Billy

extension through the 2002 season.
National League
ARE
# >NDBACKS—Named
Mike K1//0 and Jason Goligoski scouts.
CHKTAtiO CUBS—Extended the contract
at Jim RiggUmin. RMMgM. thrnu^h the 2000
NHOfl
11 >USTON ASTROS—Named |oe Mikulik
minor-league base running and outfield coordinator. '■•
the Honda State League, Al t'ednquc r
coach (or New Orleans of the PCI. and Mark
Bailey coach for Jackson of the Texas 1 National E-MfcrfbaH AjtOdAtton
LOS ANCII
\nnounced Los

Angelc* Kings owners Philip Anschutz and
Id ward P. Roski Jr have e*ernsed their option
to purchaae 25 percent of the team.
FOOT HA I I
National Football League
MIAMI Ix<| PtflNS-Signed WR Denis
Montana and OT Barry Stokes. Released WR
Horace Copeland. Released RB Ray Nealy from
the practice squad.
Nl W I Nt.LAND PAT WOTS—Signed DT
■ Kheams from the practice squad. Signed
LB Shawn Stuckey to the practice squad
Nl VV ORLEANS SAINTS—Placed QB
Hi.ith Shuhr on injured reserve. Waived DE
Earnest (ones. Activated LB Ron Warner from
ihr ri'^'rve-non-fcK>tball-ui|ury list and TE John
Farquhar from the reserve-physically-unable:iTi list
OAKLAND RAIDERS—Placed LB John
Henry MilK on injured reserve Signed OT
Bru^L Wilkcrson and L>B Anthom
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Penguins lose another goalie to injury
CANONSBURG, Pa. — The
revolving door from the Penguins goalie cage to the training
room continues to spin, with
rookie Peter Skudra the latest
addition to the injury list.
Skudra, the Penguins' starting

goalie six of the past seven
games because of Tom Barrasso's
groin injury, suffered a high
ankle sprain to his left leg with
1:29 remaining in a 4-4 overtime
tie against Philadelphia Tuesday
night.
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Falcon icers need to find keys to scoring
□ BG hockey looks to get
over the scoring hump.
By WILLIAM R. SANDERSON
The BG News
The Falcons are skating with the ( entral Collegiate Hockey Association's better teams. BG outshot powerhouse
Michigan 34-20, but now the team has to
scone to win.
The Falcon hockey team has been
held to five goals in the last three games.
In doing so they have slipped to the bot-

tom half of the league in terms of average goals per game. BG has totaled 21
goals in its seven games or three per
game.
Earlier in the season the Falcons twice
scored five goals, against Northeastern
and Miami.
"You have guys that have good shots
and good releases. That's generally a
guy that is having problems mentally,"
Coach Buddy Powers said. "He's trying
to be t.
Irving to pick his spots
and ends up missing the net."
Some of BG's better skilled players
are in this category. Powers mentioned

guys like sophomore right wing Chris
Bonvie, senior right wing Dan Price and
junior center Adam Edinger
Part of the team's recent troubli
be attributed to running into a stream ol
strong goaltenders. The last three
goalies have been Michigan's Josh
Blackburn, Ferris State's Vince Owen
and Michigan State's Joe Blackburn.
"Sometimes it's the goalie your playing against," BG forward Zach Ham
said.
The buzz words the Falcons are hearing these days is "bear down". Through
practice they hope to be able to make

WOMEN
Continued from page seven.
Four newcomers saw their
first game-like action in the
orange and brown. One newcomer, Leigh Ann Dalton, is confident the new style will eventu-

ally excite people once the
are down. She hit two 3-pointers
in the contest
"Coach (Knoblauch) tells us to
shoot it (the rock) if we're open,"
Dalton said. "I was really worried coming in as a freshman. My

college career is a major part of
my life because you spend so
much time with the coaches. I
am

totally

change."

happy with

the

n their t hai
"What we have been talking about
the la
on our cha
Zach Ham
ing the lean
playing them. It
points
on the board."

Sweater problems
The new
given Bowling < ii

have
look. Unfor-

en the
sweater maker and the people that did
the name pi
. ed the

wrong shade of orange
irding to Powers the orange in
tin correct color and
the color of the rest of the shirt is lighter.

Falcon scorers
ft wing Curtis Valentine
and Price are tied for the lead in overall
seven points each. Both
hree goals and four assists.
< bii-- Bonvie, Mike Jones and Adam
Edinger are all tied for third with live
points. Defenseman Doug Schueller is
the team's top goal scorer with four.

Read
The BG News
everyday!
B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
wlStudent ID

•Oil Change $19.99*
most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work

• Brakes
B&B

13040 Bishop Rd.
ireen. OH
353-2526

Free Towing if we
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do the job!
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A stroke can
change your life
forever

352-1504
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BGSU CAMPUS PHONE DIRECTORY
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AGD'Lil Tracy'AGD
Tonight is the night
to gel down and dirty
If I am who you think
I am, you don't have lo worry
There'll be plenty of fun
to brag about laler,
SO hold onto your hat
Guz the family will be greater
Love, Your Big?
AGD 'H Tracy 'AGO
AGD' Lil Dee Dee ' AGD
Tonights the mghi wen
Finally be together
Wei make a friendship
than! last forever.
I'll be there for you
If your happy or sad.
I'm looking foiward to
Our friendship starting new.
So I can find out the special things

Thai make you. you
Love. Your Big

CAMPUS EVENTS
'Indian Clothing Sale'
Today) From I0am-4pm «
the Student Union Foyerl
Sponsored by UAO
CLUB BASEBALL TRYOUIS
NOV 7 & 8
NOON ©FIELD HOUSE
Neit Week Only
Senior Portraits
Next Week Only
Senior Portraits
Any senior graduating in Dec.. May or August
should attend This may be your last chance
this year. Carl Wolf Studios will be on campus
next week M, W, TH. F from I0am-6prn and
Tues from lOam-Spm. II you missed the last
session, call 372-8634 now 10 reserve a sitting
time The $6 sitting lee can be bursared and a
session only takes 15-20 minutes. Portraits
taken tn dress clothes and cap A gown. Portraits taken m 28 West Hall. Doni be left out of
the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook.
Soul ol Africa Eahioiii
Come see the Soul of Africa Eihrt)it
at the Toledo Museum of Art on
Nov. 14th> We will be departing
from BG at 9:30am. The cost is only
$8 for students and $9 for the
community i Transportation is included I
Sign-up in the UAO office
through Nov lOthi
United Way Penny Drive
Don't forget: Containers due Nov. 6 on the Education Building Steps*
,
"Do a Little Dance. Make a Little Love..
Get Down Tonight'"
Hey ■ even if your family cannot make n •
u come dance the night away at the Family/Parents Weekend swing concert.
•The Manhattan Transfer wiH perform on Saturday. Nov. 7. at 8 00pm ai Anderson Arena
Call 372-2343 for ticket into

LOST& FOUND
•FOUNDSmall black dog found behind Bob Evans near
I 75 Appears to be Doborman/Chihuahua,
.<-i'

Cly On

Arvma Shelter IO ciam

LOST Gold faced watch w/roman numerals ft
second hand A silver & gold wnsi band Senti
mental value
Substantial reward. Call
373-0223.

SERVICES OFFERED
Learn guitar: Jason Quick Freelance Musioan/mstructor with master's degree from
BGSU For more mlo contact creative arts
program 372 8177

Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests
Confidential & caring
3s4-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

PERSONALS

Food at Mark's Pub
JONS GYROS
By Far the Best Food on Campus
Open: W TH F SA 1100pm 2 30am

A«1 SPRING BREAK..
HOURS A HOURS OF FREE DRINKS"
Earn 2 FREE Trips A SUU>
Cancun. Jamaica, F londa.
Barbados. Bahamas
Lowes) Pnces/Best Meal Plan
1-800 426-77tOAvww.Sunsplashtours com
'Indian Clothing Sale'
Today1 From I0am-4pmm
the Student Union Foyer"
Sponsored by UAO
A Pht A-Phi A-Phi
Grand Lil' Shannon
Welcome to the Digest
family m Alpha Phd
Love. Your Grand Big
AGO Lit AGO
Marvalout par we will be
In Alpha Gam...
N ow we can be together
Only a few hours left1
L ets get ready
It's time to meet'
B>g?
AGO'AGO'AGD * AGO'AGO
LiT KeMy McNa*.
Tonight we will finally be together
Us as a Bg/lir pair is forever
Beat the house at 10 15.
I will be out of sight
Look for me with an your might <
For you id'. I have one last due
We will both be princesses, me and you"
love. Big""
AGD'AGD'AGD'AGD'AGO
AGD'AGD'AGD'AGD * AGD
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
You are the Best New Member by Far
Up above the world so high
You and me hnJe; just you and I
W4I show them what it means ID be
The Best Biglil pair that we can be'
AGD'AGD'AGD'AGD'AGD
AGD-BIGLIL'AGO
LI KanTonights the night.
You will see
Whai an awesome
pair we'H be'
The lime has come.
ITS ALMOST HERE
The unvailing of your big.
is very near1
Get E so ted1
I Love You U Love &g?
AGO'BIG/LIL* AGD

AGD'Lit Kim'AGD
Whenever you have a problem.
Or just need me to be there,
You will find out how great we are
as a bg/lil pair)
AGO'Lil Kim'AGO

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Lil* Shannon,
Get excited for Monday
Soon you wiH see who
Your Big will be*
Love. Big'"
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi
LH-Kane.
Katie, Kabe your so fine
Your my Ld* and it blows my mind
Soon will be Big/Lil night
Then you'll see we're out ol sight
love. Big?
Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Meredith Duebler. your family is so
excited for when you figure out who we
are11 Love, your big
Alpha XI * Alpha XI
The sisters or Alpha Xi Delta would like lo acknowledge their Emerging Leaders Lauren
Carpeta and Annaliece Gargiulo.
Alpha Xi' Alpha XI
Alpha XI' Men's Soccer
Alpha Xi Delta would like to thank the Varsity
Soccer team for a greal time last week and
thanks for delivering our Big/til's'
Alpha XI'Men'sSoccer

AGD ' Lil' Katie ■ AGD
All Week long I've kept it concealed
But soon your b-g will be rovealed.
And at that time n when you will see
What an awesome-Big/lit pair we'll be'1
Love. Your B^???

Alpha XI - Alpha XI
Congratulations to our new Big4.il pairs Hope
you all had fun I
Alpha XI * Alpha XI

AGD'Lil'Sarah'AGD
On your mark, get set.
ready, lei's go.
it's Big/In" night you know1
Be at the house 10 30 tonightI know it's gonna be outta sight'
Love. Big??'
AGD ' Lil' Sarah ' AGD

As BG wind begins to howl....
Columbia Parkas, Yukon boots
hats, wool socks, gloves
polar fleece, long underwear
Feeling warmer yet?
Falcon House A Campus Outfitter*
900 E. Wooster at S. College

AGD 'Li:' Nicole 'AGD
Twinkle, twinkle, little star
We're the best Big/Lil' pair by far.
So be at the house at 10 30 straight.
for you and I must surety be fate'
Love. Big""?
AGO'Lr Nicole* AGD
AGD - Lit Kelli Shoupe AGD
The week has finally come to a close.
and you are the little I chose.
Finally I will be revealed,
and our Big/Lil bond will be sealed
This bond that we share.
Will show how much
I re.llyC.ri-

I love you. Your Big
AGO-LilKeHi Shoupe AGD
AGD-LilJHSiilsinger.AGD
Beat the house ai 10.15
Tonight you will know il
I was nice or mean.
All week I've tried to keep
it concealed
But tenant's the night,
111 soon be revealed.
Ican'iwait,
So don't be late"
Love U. Big???
AGD • Lil Jill Stitsmger AGD
AGD AGD AGD
Lil Lorn
I cant wait until the day comes
To an end.
You're not only a sister, but also
A great friend
You and I an perfect pair
With many memories and times to share
Come to the house tonight and
You will see
How much we are meant to be.
I love you Big7
AGDAGDAGD
AGD AGD AGD
Lil Shauna.
Tonight's the mghi.
Gel ready. Get set.
I knew you'd be mine
The moment we met.
Throughout the week
you have found your clues.
Now it's time to find your shoes'
Love. Big???
AGD AGD AGD
AGDLilBrendaAGD
Friends may come and friends may go.
But a Big/Lil pair will always know
Their bond together is very close
Tonight you'll discover
Who loves you the most1
Big???
AGDLilBrendaAGD
AGD Lil Erin D. AGD
Get ready, gel set it's Bme lo go
the night has come when you will know
I cant wait id we finally meei
Because the minute we do.
it will be so sweet
Love. Big?'
AGD-LiI'Lindsey-AGD
This is your final rhyme
Today it's about time
For you to become part of
the pnveloged lew
Whaiarockin'family
you have who knew?
So get excited tor what's comm'
Cuz my dearest of id's
You am't seen nuttin'
Love ya.
B-g?
AGD-LitLindsey-AGD
Alpha Gamma Delia
Lil Karen Tonight is the night
for you to see
Who your big will
finally bo
Your guessing wil
finally end
and you'll see we're
besi of friends'
Alpha Gamma Delia
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GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB
LilDianeShool for the moon
You'll meet your awesome lamily soon
Your Big's excited, I hope you are loo
Your famly is waiting,
We cant wail lo have you
Love in IIKE.
Your Big
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB

G Phi B' Lil JesslG Phi B1 Lil Jess*
Lil Jess.
The bme has arrived tusi tor you
Your big loves you, can you guess who'
Think long and hard, guess if you dare
I know we will be an awesome pair i
Love in IIKEYour Big
G Phi Bl Lil Jess>G Phi B' Ld Jess*

G Phi B G Phi B G Phi B
Lute Jenny
The time wii come
When you will see
Who your big
Might fusl be
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB

Gamma Phi' Ld Becky ' Gamma Phi
Little Becky do you know
Who it is that toves you so'
Not many more weeks
Until youH see
Exactly who your big will be'
I know ifs hard
But doni be blue
Just remember

GPhiBGPh!BGPhiB
LiBnttony
You've gone so far
You are so near
The truth about your big
Will soon become dear.
LovemlIKE
Your Big
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB
GPhiBGPh.BGPhiB
Little Knsn:
The stars will always shine.
Scon you will be aH mine
The day wi» soon come.
To begin all this fun.
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB
Lil Leslie
I know you
But you don'i know me
Together lorever
What a pair well bei
Love. Your Big
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB

352-3365
Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80s and 90s dance
GPhiB'GPhiB'GPhiB
LH'Betsy
I don't think you know how
Much you mean to me.
I am exoted to have found you
As you have me
So get excited lo be apart of
The biggest G Phi B family.
LovemlIKE
Your Big
GPhiB'GPhiB'GPhiB
Lil Ann,
Carnations are pink.
Here is your clue
I hold an office.
And attend classess too
The crescent moon is yellow.
Andhangpmthesky.
I could tell you I'm a Taurus.
But that would be a lie.
Big hunt has begun.
And may never be done
But that's okay
Cause HI always love you1
LovemlIKE. Your Big
GPhiB'GPhiB'GPhiB
GPh.B'GPhiB'GPhiB
Lil'Kelly.
I know you are cunous as lo who I am
But soon you WiH be part of the "1am"
You will fit right in with
Your personality and charm,
Your whole family welcome
You with open arms
LovemlIKE. Your Big

G Phi B G Pht B G Phi B
Little Chosney
I hope you liked what I made
for you.
Sometime soon you will find out
Who and I will be the one to tell

you.
Love in PKE,
Your Big
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB
G PNB Ld Kane G Phi B
Ld Katie your the best
I'm glad your part of my families nesl.
You are the culest ol the rest
Of course, cuz you are among the besl.
Remember the son the moon and the stars
Soon they will be all yours.
Love. Your Big
G Phi B Lil Katie G Phi B
G Phi B Lil Angela G Phi B
Before I look you as a little
My lamily gave me jus! one riddle
She must be cute
Or she will get me boot.
I'm exoted and so are they
Maybe soon you can come out and play
Remember always your family
LOVES You'
Love, your Big
G Phi B Lil Angela G Phi B
gPhiBxgPhiBxgPhiB
Dear Lil Elbe,
Twinkle. Twinkle. Lil One
I hope thai you've been having tun?
Sooner or later you will see
Just how much you mean to me'
Much love in IIKE.
Your excited BK3I
gPhiBxgPhiBxgPhiB

I love you1

Love. Big???
Gamma Phi * Ld Becky ' Gamma Phi
Gamma Phi Gamma Phi
lil Allison
Even though big hunt has just begun.
It's only (he start of so much tun
Look forward IO when il does end,
Because you will gain a big and a fnend
Just remember your big love you
And to my little. I'll always be Irue.
So go on little one, get on your way
Pretty soon it will be your day
All my love in IIKE.
Your Big
Gamma Phi Gamma Phi

Ghl INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS" INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS
FOR SPRING 1999 ARE BEING ACCEPTED
THROUGH NOV 16 STOP BY IM OFFICE.
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE. FOR AN APPLICATION AND TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVCW INTERVtWS ARE LIMITED. ON A
FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE BASIS AND
WIILBEHELDNOV 19 20.
Hey Little Heather'
Tonights the night
Where you get your biggest dehght.
Together we will finally be,
Your big you will finally see
No more secrets, but much more fun.
All I have to say isthe best is yet to come'
See ya soon' Love, your Big?'?
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3 P.M IN
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE: NOV. 9 - M. W
SWIMMING; NOV 11
M. W 3 PLAYER
BASKETBALL; NOV 19
M. W TRACK A
FIEID
Lil Allison.
Tonight's the night that's right
Here's one lasi clue
lhat I'll give to you.
On my back is a butterfly tattoo
Love,
Bg?

Find It In
The BG News!
II .' Ii

II ^T

Howard's Club H
Boo lot 13 i:SO on
fun S- 3: JO o*

THURSDAY
NORTH BAND
FRIDAY
RIZZO
SATURDAY
RIZZO
Pool • Video Games • Pinball

Internet
Direct

...unless you just like
to fight to get online...
354-4678
$15 month ■ unlimited access email
BG Mail Service local BG company

wwwbghost.com

56K v 90 unlimited newsgroups
no setup fees 30-day free trial

GPhiB'GPhiB'GPhiB
Lil LisaShoot lor the moon
Reach for the stars
Soon the Bg.lil title
Will be oursi
I love my Id'1
Love in IIKE
B-g'
G Phi B • G Phi B ' G Phi B
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB
Lil Kim
I hope your having fun
Keep guessing little one
Because wail a lime longer and
You'll be in the biggest family at BG
Love, Your Big
G Phi B G Phi B G Phi B
GPhiBGPh.BGPhiB
Lil Heather
I know you don't have a single due
Bui in the end you'll And out soon
I cant hardly wail
When we come together lace to face
Love, Your Big
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB
GPHIBGPHIBGPHIB
Ld LonHang in there .ktOe'
You're doing greal'
How much longer
Until the date?
Find me fasti cant
Sand the wan'
Love in IIKE.
Your Big
g pru B g phi B g phi B
Dear little Mchele,
When the moon hits your eye.
With the love ol Gamma Phi
You and I
W.ll be bound with a t»e
As big and little until we die
Much love m PKE
Your Bg
g phi B g phi B g phi 8
G Phi B G Pru B G Ph. B
Little Danielle
I like Phish. you like Pigs
Come to the house and meet your Big'
Lovo in IIKE Your Big?
GPhiBGPhiBGPhiB

BARNEYS
CONVENIENCE MART

$6.00 Starting Pay
College Tuition Reimbursement
Flexible Hours • Third Shift Differential

NOW HIRING - ALL SHIFTS
at the following locations:
996 S. Main St., BG
1602 E. Wooster St., BG
1091 N. Main St., BG
103 Anthony Wayne Trail, Waterville
26520 N. Dixie Hwy., Perrysburg

HURRY IN and JOIN OUR TEAM!!!

United Parcel Service

$800
Bonus

$8.50-$9.50 hr, Monday thru Friday
20-25 Hours Per Week
Immediate positions available on the
^Midnight Shift 10:30pm -3:30am
Call 891-6820 for more information.
EOEM/F
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U Cirtfy-Tomghi it the night
Our friendship begins. Tt welcome you
To our Alpha Gam family,
Where love ntv^t ends.
At 10:IS HI be waiting for you.
Ready to show you a friendship to true!
Love, Big?
LilEnnJirousek
You and I were meant to be
Best b*g hi" pair to be seen
Big?
Lii Kathleen
Tonight's the night.
When ad becomes dear.
You will meet your big
Who holds you so dear

Next Week Only
Senior Portraits
Next Week Only
Senior Portraits
Any senior graduating in Dec . May or August
should attend. This may be your last chance
this year. Carl Wolf Studios will be on campus
next week M. W. TH, F from I0am-6pm and
this Tues from lOam-Spm If you missed the
last session, call 372-0634 now to reserve a sitting time. The S6 sitting lee can be bursared
and a session only takes 15-20 minutes. Portraits taken in dress dothes and cap & gown
Portraits taken m 28 West Hall. Don't be left out
of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook

Parents Day Sale
BGSU embroidered sweatshirts
BGSU Tackle twill sweatshirt*
20% ott with student ID.
Now thru Saturday
Falcon Campus Outfitter*
900 E. Wooster St. @ S College
352-3365

Little lime's left.
Until we meet
Let me »« you.
It's gonna be SWEET"
Love. Big?

PI PHI New Member PI PHI
The 1996 Pi Beta Phi New Member Class
would like to send their sincere
appreciation to Cara Paulette. Kate
ForDage. and Shawna Dunn for all
their hard work. YOUR THE BEST"

LlKimmey
This week has been
Such a tnp
I hope you don't trunk it was a drip
I just can't wait to tefl you so
Who's He big that loves you so"
Love in I IKE
Your Big??
LII Laurie
"A friend is a person wifi whom you dare to be
your self"
Roses are red. carnations are pmk
Bighuntisfun,
But I'm not who you think'
Love-nllKE.
Your B>g
Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta
Lil Lora,
Roses are Red
Violets are blue
It's just a tew
More hours til
I get to see you111
Love, Big
li Natalie.
Get eiated sweetie
Because tonight's the night
Well become the best Big/Lil pair ever'
Love. Big?
U Tracy
Around. Around. Around
You go. when it wtl
Slop, no one knows.
Hope you have had a
Great week soon.
This lest you'B not be
Beat.
Love mllKE. Your Big??

The fun thaiweB have
And the memories well share.
Will show you how much
I love you and care
Love. Your Big.

'Do a Little Dance Make a Little Love
Get Down Tonight'"
Hey - even il your lamHy cannot make it
t come dance Ihe night away at the Family/Parents Weekend swing concert.
-The Manhattan Transfer wil perform on Saturday. Nov. 7 at 8 00pm at Anderson Arena.
Call 372-2343 for ticket info

WANTED
2 subieaser* needed for spring semester. 2
bdrm , I 1/2 bath lurn. apt $520/mo Contact
Greg O'Ken at 353 2355
2-3 subleasers needed for spring semester
Call 352-613ft
SUBLEASED NEEOEDSpnng semester for
spacious 1 bedroom apt $340vmo plus uMi
lies Call 353-6369
Subieaser(s) spring semester lor 1 bdrm. apt
Newly remodeled w/dishwasher. AC. free
cable plus HBO Call 354-0323

Pi Phi Pi Phi Pi Ph.
Lit Stefan*
Your big is bad
I forgot the ad
Just b/c I forgot the due
Doesn't mean I don't love you
But great news now
We're the best txg/iri pair around'
Love.
Your Big
Pi Phi Pi PN Pi Phi

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For into call 203 319 2802

Sg Kap S-g Kap
bl' Jenn Laund
Who can your family be?
Your dues hdd the key.
On Thurs. night you'll meet us all.
Together we win have a ball.
Sigma Love,
Your Family
Sig Kap Sig Kap

HELP WANTED

AmenCorps position available at Wood County
Juvanile Court working m Community Serves. Restitution Dept. Employe* needs to
fulfill 1700 service hours in one year beginning
January 4. 1999 to qualify. May serve as internshtp/co-op m some degree programs.
Receive appro*. $350 00 biweekly salary plus
$4795 school scholarship. Will be as flexible as
possible for school schedule, but most work
hours are weekdays 8:30 am-4 30 pm. Prefer
Jr/Sr in related held Call Jennifer at 352 3554
e*t. 3i 5 if interested
Attention FUN 4 MONEY
New office seeks people
w' great image & attitude'
t2.000/monih potential PT/FT
(410)842-0551.
Babysitter tor 11 mo. A 3 yr old m my home.
9-noon. two days per week and some Fridays
and Saturdays Must be 18. non-smoking, and
have eipenence caring lor young children.
References required 623-1547

Thursday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Dtmers Irom 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers all night long

FOODSERVICE JOB pan time. 20 hours per
week (3-7pm. Monday-Friday). Duties include:
completing preparation of evening meal; serving meals to children; cleaning dining room and
kitchen areas, and prepanng evening snack
Salary J7.45/hr. Send resume to Children's
Resource Center. PO Box 738. Bowling Green,
OH 43402 or contact Lisa at 352 7588 WORK
STUDY ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS ONLY

Tuesdays at KAMIKAZE'S
swing coming....

Hiring cooks, good wages Flexible hrs Immediate openings Apply at Quarter's Bar & Gnu
Woodland Mail.

USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
College Students-All Majors
Summer internship at Officer Candidate
School-NO school year requirements
Now accepting applications
Call 1-800-692-7318

Lf Kimberty
The lime is neanng.
Soon you'll see
That you and I
Were meant to be.

Would you like Io spend your spring break
In New York City Io learn about poverty and
racism Hist hand, and also earn 3 hours
academic credit. For information call Bill
Thompson al 352-7534 or email
wihomp@bgnet Dgsu edu

PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
The sisters ol Pi Beta Phi
would like to congratulate
Cindy Goidhardt and Lisa Hill
as sisters ol the week1
Thanks for Carnival N<ght'
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI

SPRING BREAK
CANCUN'JAMAICA
FLORIDA' S. PADRE
Guaranteed best prices,
hotels & biggest parties I
Earn Cash 6 F ree Trips 11
Campus Rep. Positions Aval.
Call 1-600-327-6013

UT Annie.
Tonight you II tee
You have Vie best Big.
Than me!
You. and me. and ? everywhere we'll be
and such a title, happy family are w*.
Love,
Big?

Wednesday's at KAMKAZE 5
Karaoke with Rich Ivschels
from 10-2

We're ready IO be loving parents. Eager to
adopt a baby Our family can give a child a lifetime 0* happiness, security and most importantly, love Call 1 800 637-7999 anytime Diana
and Tom.

Immediately worship pianist • $50 per service
Community of Christ Lutheran Church
352 510V
Local Goodwill store looking to hire FT and PT
Head Cashier with prior cashier experience
and supervisory experience preferred. FT
Household Sorter, and PT person to do light
duty janitorial and Wading/unloading trucks
Competitive wages, thorough training and
benefits available Stop m today and see Lisa
at 1058 N Mam Si . Bowling Green. QH FOE
Local manufacturer has immediate openings
lor dependable, hard working individuals Apply between 8am-3pm. 20584 Long Judson
Rd.Wesion.QH.
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREE! USA Spring Break offers
Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica and Flonda packages and is currently accepting applications for
campus sales representatives. Call
1-886 SPRING BUI1 AK

PUB

Novell Services m partnership with UPS. Seeking college student for recruiter position PT
(Approx. 5hrs/day) Hourly wage plus incentive, call (419) 842 0111 for an appt.

Every night $1.00 drink specials
7:00 to 9:00

Monday
coming soon Monday Nitro

Tuesday
Bar and Restaurant appreciation night

Wednesday
Phishin with Dave

Thursday

NURSING ASSISTANTS
BLAKELY CARE CENTER IS TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR THE DAY SHIFT WE ARE
LOOKING FOR HIGHLY MOTIVATED. RESPONSIBLE, DEDICATED NURSING ASSIS
TANTS IF YOU FILL THESE REQUIREMENTS. COME JOIN OUR TEAM THE
BENEFITS INCLUDE
•S7.00 AN HOUR FOR STATE TESTED
•$•75 AN HOUR FOR TEST READY
•0 75 PER HOUR ATTENDANCE BONUS
•ONE WEEK VACATION AFTER ONE YEAR
EMPLOY.
•MEDICAL INSURANCE/PRESCRIPTION
CARDAVAl
•7 PAID HOLIDAYS
•RATIO OF 7 RESIDENTS TO ONE NURSE
ACE
PLEASE APPLY AT BLAKELY CARE
CENTER. 600 STERLING DRIVE. NORTH
BALTIMORE. OHIO OR CALL 419-257-2421
ECO

Fish Bowl drink specials

Friday & Saturday

NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

Draft specials
Phone- 352-2447

532 E. Wooster

Help Wanted

Management Inc.
NEW MB* HSU NCM

V

STEAXH01TXS

**

HmUttt A**.- i M } MTM. A» a*. Jam. Sis, lt».
1082 Famicw-unique floor dettgM. carporti
Rems 350.900'mo-mili
(aH 15J-SM6

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

laMllff

foyilR fli(! IMiliR
Management Inc.

BfefsE
iffifc* rag

215 E. Po* Rd-lhdrmtltrrfrrrn Aptvl. \m
spacious, laundn on site rent stint M
1 -tic. V...I J». 5lh. IW*
< all J«> <»i«l

Msm

Call:

1117117
or apply in person at:
5630
airport Highway
Toledo

Management Inc.
215 E. P*f RJ Slyclmi.r *frirf*n \tHv|.
laundry on vie mil* included in the rcni- *»■.!
JH 5A IW Rent starts « 210mo
Call JM-5800

V
\(
V
\f

Top wages
Flexible Hours
Paid Vacations
Health/Dental
Insurance
V Employee Slock
Option Plan

Thursday, November 5, 1998

ORDER
ENTRY
Seasonal
$675-$7.25
Hickory Farms is now hiring lull and part-time
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system. Positions are
open now through December on day. evening
and third shift, during the week and on weekends $75 per hour shift differential on third
shift. Musi have basic computer and typing
skills Positions are also open tor customer
serves and clerical personnel Attendance incentives, generous employee discount, and
professional supervision. Apply in person at
our corporate offices Mon-Frr from
9:00am7:00pm SATURDAYS 10:00am to
2:00pm. Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd„
Maumee. OH 43537 EOE
RE TAIL-Management positions available at
local Goodwill store. Retail experience with supervisory experience a must. We offer competitive wages and benefit options. Must be able to
work flexible hours, including nights, weekends, and holidays. Send resume to Goodwill
Industries of Northwest Ohio. Inc. PO. Box
330, Toledo. OH. 43697. ATTN Rebecca Hillon.EOE.
Spnng Break "99-Sell trips, earn cash, & go
free"! Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers Lowest rates
to Jamaica. Mexico. A Florida. Call
1 800 6484849.
SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW'
Cancun, Jamaica. Magadan.
A S. Padre. Free Meals & Free
Parses. Campus sales reps
wanted. Earn free trips • cash

Ibanez 7 string electric guitar Mint condition
$1200 or best offer with case Call Chad O
3730242
Macintosh Power PC 7100/66 w/ extended
key board A mouse, modem, CD- ROM drive
(no monitor) 250 Mb H.D. 56 Mb RAM. some
software.
$400
OBO.
hoemanrt@bgnet bgsu edu 372-8403.
Oak china cabinet,
Arrush oak glider. Antique
rocking chairs. 354 2122. Mary.

FOR RENT
"99 00S.Y. . 2nd sem Lease 99'
Houses and Apts.
Listing Avail 316 E Merry #3
Can mail listings
Please call 353 0325
1 bdrm. furnished apt avail in Dec. Landlord
pays elec/water/sewer. washer & dryer.
Close to campus. Ample parking Cat
353-1731.
i bedroom apt. avail for rent. Starting spring
semester. $325/mo. utilities included. CaH
immediately lor details 354-0316
1 female sublessor needed for spring semester. Fox Run Apts on S. Mercer Call Jen
353 6449.
2 bdrm. furnished apts
352 7454
2 bedroom apt for rent. Start Jan
Rent negotiable 352 6627

1st. 99

1800.SURFSUP
www.studentexpress com

2 4 sublessors needed for spnng semester
$505/mo . water included. 840 Sixth St.. Apt
B Call 354-716.'or RE.Mgmt.

Tutor needed tor 6th grader. Mon thru Thurs
6-7 30 pm, in our Tontogany home (10 rrun
Irom BG)
Please call Barb 823-3033
(local).6 9pm.

217 South College- 1.5 blocks from Hanna
Hall. 3 BR House, tenants pay all util., sac.
oep . $52Smx>. Available immediately.
For more Information or Io sign s lease,
conlact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854
Locally owned and managed.

We need PT evening waitress, gnll cook. & barlender. Call Maggies Family Restaurant at
874 1543 if interested
Well educated, experienced part or toll time
baby-sitier wanted m our P'burg home (a
non-smoking environment) for 2 preschool age
children Must have reliable transportation and
exosHeni references 874-0605.

FOR SALE

Female subleaser needed for summer A following year. Kingswood apts $162/mo ptos utilities Call A-ny 372 5564
Graduate student needed to sifclease apl now
or spnng semester Great. 1 bdrm.. very new.
dean and spacious, central air, off street parking, on site laundry. No pets. $350vmo. CaH
Rachel (cofleci) ©1 -8i 6- 796-2927
Nee 3 bdrm house. Now or spring semester
Please call 353 43 ;o
Subleaser needed Haven House Apartments
COse tocampus Call Jeremy 352-1476

SBXSBX-SBX
SALE
PRE-XMAS
CLEARANCE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
APPAREL
CHRISTMAS CARDS
GREAT BARGAINS
SAT 9-6 SUN 10-4
BOWLING GREEN 353-7732

Subieasers wanted. 2 BDR apartment 724 6th
Si. Take over whole lease at $500/month til
May Call 352-5099

What's
he high on
now?

$49 00-$98 00 Pnmestar Lowest install ever
Cantor details 1-80O378-4966
AAAA*' Early Spring Break Specials' Bahamas Party Cruise16 Days $279' Includes Most
Mealsi Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
from Florida* spnngbreaklravel com
1 800 678 6366
'
AAAA.' Early Specials1 Panama City' Room
with kitchen $129' Indudes 7 Free Parties'
Daylona $149 New Hots pot South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149' spnngbreaktravel com 1-800 678 6386
AAAA.i Early Specials' Cancun A Jamaica' 7
nights Air A hotel From $399' Includes Free
food, Drinks, Parties' spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678 6386.
AAAA.i Spnng Break Travel was 1 of 6 smaH
businesses m the US recognized by the Council of Better Business Bureaus tor outstanding
ethics m the marketplace! spnngbreaktravol com 1 800-678 6386
Electric Guitar A Portable Amp for sale.
Ana Pro II Fjllerton, Pignose port. Amp. case,
cable: BRAND NEW Worth $300. Best offer.
call 353 7588

CD l/»

Hondas $100-$500
Police Impounds
Hondas. Chevys, Jeeps A Sport
Unties. MUST SELL!'
1 800-522 2730 x4558

LIVING CANVAS
445 E. Wooster* 354-5203
"In the Vault"
Tattoo 8c Body Piercing
Hospital type sterilization/health department
licensed B.G.'s oldest established tattoo shop.

FALL 1999 Leasing
Starts Monday Nov. 2
Fall 1999 Lists Now Available
• 808 & 818 N. Enterprise
• New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apart ment s
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Rdge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments
• Plus Many Other Locations

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

*T&

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road

Management Inc.

Maumee. OH 43537

For complete li*tin|!Hl.ai*i Martini Jan.
l9WorSp™n/rall<IW.2MOmor>b\ oui
oll.ce at 1045 N Main Si or call JM-5M0
www.wcnel.org/-mecci

JJuat a few minutes from BG!
• 1-475W to Dussel-turn right.)

'

_£ UJ

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Saturday 9 a.m. - t p.m.

Come in today to pick
up your Fall Listings

I
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